Abstract. Bayesian network is a common probabilistic graphical model. It often can achieve good result in expression of uncertainty for knowledge and regular as well as in data classification. Since Bayesian network construction is a relatively complex problem, we propose a Bayesian network construction dimensionality reduction algorithm (BNDR). This algorithm maps a set ofassociated features to an abstract feature node by feature clustering and mapping. It can ensure no loss in accuracy and improve the time efficiency. For more complex industrial scenario, using the BNDR, you can get better practical efficiency.
Introduction
Bayesian network is a common probabilistic graphical model, which indicates uncertain relationship between features by directed graph. It is widely used in the field of classification, prediction, reason analysis and so on. Since Bayesian network is proposed, it has been widely used.The theoretical research of Bayesian network and practical application has become one of the hot focuses.
Construction of Bayesian network is a NP problem.For a graph which hasN nodes,there will be 3 2 kinds of patterning methods(for any two nodes 2 , there are three cases,which include boundless and two directional edge). The time complexity of the algorithm will be very high while the number of nodes becomes more and more.To solve this problem,many experts raised some methods to improve the efficiency by simplifying the structure of Bayesian network,such as Naive Bayes Classifier [1] , Tree Augmented Naive Bayesian Classifier(TAN) [2] , Dimensionality reduction method based on Principal Components Analysis(PCA) [3] , etc. However, the methods listed above make Bayesian network have limitations on expressing the causal relationship of the nodes: The Naive Bayes Classifier assumes that non-classification nodes are independent to each other. The classification node is known as parent node, and all non-classificationnodes only link with the classification node,so we can't distinguish which of non-classification nodes has closer relationship with the classification node; TAN, which has a loose independent constraint and allows each non-classification node has not only a classification node, but also at most one non-classification node as parent nodes. As a result, each node has at most two parent nodes, and we can't find allits parent nodes; Dimensionality reduction method based on PCA chooses the top M features which have larger eigenvalues to build a network. The disadvantages of this method are that for the selected features, it may have information redundancy, and for the missed features,it may lose some important information.For instance,Bayesian network analyzes the reason of traffic accidents, considersthe weather conditions(Fog, snow, rain, sunny) and visibility division([0, 50),[50,100), [100, 200) , [200, +∞) ). If the weather is Fog, the visibility division is likely to be [0,50), andobviously the visibility is directly dependent on weather conditions. In this paper, we define features which has such dependency like weather conditions and visibility division as associated features.At the same time, a singlefeature with smaller eigenvalue may be not as important as features with larger eigenvalue for traffic accidents, but the combined contribution of these features to accident may be relatively large.So PCA deletes features with smaller eigenvalue that may be lose important information.
Based on the above analysis, this paper uses a feature fusion method called BNDR, which aggregates similar features into abstract features, and then using abstract features to build Bayesian network. The structure of the usual Bayesian network is shown in Fig. 1(a) ,C represents the classification feature, represents the non-classification features, and it adds edges between non-classification features (V) and classification feature (C). The structure of the BNDR Bayesian network is shown in Fig. 1(b) , where Crepresents the classification feature, represents the non-classification features, represents the abstract features, and it adds edges between abstract features (A) and classification feature (C).The advantages of this method are as follows：For the complex network, because of feature clustering, it is easier to analyze which abstract features impact the classification feature. For example, when analyzing the reason of traffic accidents, there may be hundreds of features, and each pair of similar non-classification feature nodes will have an edge, such as weather conditions and visibility division, etc. These edges may influence the overall structure of the Bayesian network. That we can't focus on the important features.However, if we use abstract features to describe car information, weather conditions, road conditions, driver information, etc. Then we can use such abstract features to buildnetwork.It may be easier to analyze the reason of the traffic accidents.By mapping a set of associated features to an abstract feature, BNDR can ensure no loss in accuracy and improve the time efficiency. 2) The second step puts the similar features together by feature clustering. In this step, we use density clustering method to put the associated original featuresinto a category,and declare it as an abstract feature. 3) In order to achieve the purpose of reducing dimensions, for each category got from the second step, we use self-learning neural network algorithm to complete the mapping from similar features to an abstract feature.All original features are sub feature of abstract features. 4) Merge abstract features and the classification feature as new data set. Divide the new data sets into training and testing sets. 5) For the training set, we use MMHC(max-min hill-climbing) algorithm [4] to build Bayesian network. 6) For the test set, we use Bayesian network model trained by thestep fiveand probabilistic reasoning based on Markov border to predict the classification.
Algorithm steps described in detail
The focus of this paper is aggregatingthe entire feature set and mapping similar features to the corresponding abstract feature. For these two parts, we will give a detailed elaboration. And for the Bayesian network construction algorithm MMHC, we will only give a brief description.
Let * represents the original data set, the represents the number of instances, M represents the number of original features, represents the set of features,and represents the classification feature.
1) Feature clustering
Feature clustering puts similar features together. It can use following formula expression.
In the formula above, V represents the non-classification feature set, and A represents the abstract feature set, represents original non-classification feature, after feature clustering, become , represents an abstract feature. In this paper, density clustering is used to cluster the features. The basic idea is that for an unclassified node, if the number of its neighborhood nodes is greater than the threshold value, treating it as a new category. Then finds all nodes belonging to this category and affixes the category labels to them. Repeat the process until all feature nodes are classified.
In the process of clustering, we need to choose the appropriate distance metric formula to make similarity measure for features. Mutual Information [5] has a great advantage on correlation determination then we choose it as appropriate distance metric formula.Mutual Information is an information metric in information theory. It can be seen as the amount of information that one random variable contains another. In other words, a random variable will reduce its uncertaintyif it knows another random variable. Formulas are as follows:
Assume that joint distribution of random variable and random variable is ( , ), marginal distribution is ( ) and ( ), the Mutual Informationis the relative entropy of joint distribution ( , ) and product of ( )* ( ).
2) Feature mapping
After feature clustering, we get the abstract feature set = { 1 { 11 , 12 … }, 2 { 21 , 22 … } … }. Next, we need to map the value domain of similar features to the value domain of the abstract feature. It is described by the following formula.
In the formula above, represents thei-th category. Here, we achieve feature mapping by Back Propagation(BP) Neural Network.
BP Neural Network is come upwith a team of scientists led by Rumelhart and McCelland. It is a multi-layer feedforward network trained by an error back propagation algorithm. And it is also one of the most widely used neural network model. It can learn and store lots of input -output mode mapping relationship, without to reveal the mathematical equations, another advantage is that it has a better description for linear and non-linear relationship [6] . Fig. 3 structure chart of BP Neural Network As shown in Fig. 3 , BP Neural Network contains an input layer, one or more hidden layer and an output layer. Among them, the number of neurons in the input layer is determined by the number of non-classification features, the number of neurons in the output layer is determined by the number of classification features, the number of hidden layers and neurons in each layer is specified by experts.
BP neural network is a supervised learning. In order to correct layers' weights, it needs to know the output layer's results in advance. In this paper, the neural network intends to solve the problem of mapping similar features to an abstract feature. It do not know the mapping results in advance. So it is an unsupervised learning. Fig. 4 structure chart of Self-learning Neural Network Therefore, we make some changes to BP Neural Network: the number of neurons and neurons' values between the input and output layer should be same. Set the hidden layer as three layers. The first hiddenlayer completes the mapping of input layer to abstract node. The second hidden layer represents abstract node, so the output value of this hidden layer is the mapping result that we want to get from the Self-learning Neural Network.And the third hidden layer completes the mapping of abstract node to output layer. Combined with feature clustering, the network structure is shown in Fig. 4 . The algorithm 1 gives the pseudo-code of Self-learning Neural Network in each category.
Algorithm 1BuildNeuralNetwork ⑴initialize network weight and θ ⑵ while(Err>threshold && m < iteration){ ⑶ foreach instance { ⑷ foreach cell j in three hidden-layer and output-layer {
and θ in network{ ⒂ = + δ * * ⒃θ = θ + δ * ⒄ } } } Step⑴ initializes the network weight and error;
Step ⑵ sets the end condition for the loop, if the error is less than the threshold or reach the number of cycles,the program stops; Step ⑶ completes a iteration for each instance;
Step ⑷~⑺ is forward propagation;
Step ⑻~⒀ is reverse Step ⒁~⒃ updates the weight and error. Among them, step ⑸ calculates the net input value of each hidden and output layer, according to the output value and weight of its previous layer;
Step ⑹ uses Sigmoid function to map the net input value to the interval [0,1], as the output value of this layer;
Step ⑼calculates the error of the output layer;
Step ⑿ calculates the error of the hidden layer;
Step ⒂ updates the weight of the entire network;
Step ⒄ updates the error of the entire network.
3) Bayesian network construction and probabilistic reasoning
There are two main methods to build Bayesian network: (a)one method is based on dependencies measured by conditional independence test.The representative algorithm is TPDA [7] ; (b) the other method is based on search scoring. It needs a heuristic search algorithm and scoring function. The representative algorithm is hill-climbing [8] . Now popular MMHC algorithm combines the two methods mentioned above and has some advantages. So in this paper, we use MMHC algorithm to build the Bayesian network.Firstly, it reduces the search space complexity by dependencies method. Then it uses search scoring method to find the best network structure. Compared with other algorithms, MMHC has great advantages in accuracy,time complexity and network construction.
After Bayesian network set up, we should do probabilistic reasoning to predict the value of classification feature. That is, for the classification feature to be predicted, we should find evidence features associated with . Then get the most likely value of . The probabilistic reasoning adopted here based on the information flow and Markov border. Specific meaning are as follows: if a node's parent nodes, child nodes, and child nodes' parent nodes are known, it is conditional independent of other nodes in the diagram. Formulas are as follows:
Wherein, ℎ is the i-th value of classification feature , (ℎ ) represents the parent nodes of ℎ , ℎ ∈ ℎ (ℎ ) represents the child nodes of ℎ , �ℎ | (ℎ )� means the conditional probability of ℎ and its parent nodes, ( ℎ|ℎ ⋃ ( ℎ))means the conditional probability of ℎ and its parent nodes.
According to the result of reasoning, each candidate value of classification feature will be assigned a relative probability value. Then choose the maximum probability of the candidate value as the predicted value of classification feature.
The results
Here, we use BNDR algorithm, MMHC algorithm and Naive Bayes Algorithm to do the experiment. And the programming language is java language. To ensure the authenticity of the experiment, the test data are real data sets selected from UCI(University of California Irvine) Machine Learning Repository. In order not to introduce errors, we delete instances which contains the missing value. For each data set, we choose training and test data sets randomly, and the ratio of training and test data sets is 1 to 3. To prevent data over-fitting, for the same data set, we divide it into different training and test data sets, and do three times experiment to get averages as results. The results of three experiments are shown in table 1. Here, we take mushroom experiment as example analyzing the results. Mushroom data set has 23 features, including 22 non-classification features and a classification feature. The non-classification features describe the characteristics of mushroom, and the classification feature represents if it's a poisonous mushroom. The feature clustering result is shown in Fig. 5 : Fig. 5 the feature clustering result of mushroom data set We can see that associated features are put together. In terms of the algorithm accuracy, the BNDR algorithm is 99.2%, the MMHC algorithm is 99.8%, and the Naïve Bayes algorithm is 97.2%. The precision ofBNDR algorithm is only a little less than MMHC algorithm. But it is more accurate than Naïve Bayes algorithm. In terms of the algorithm time complexity, BNDR algorithm only used 209 seconds, and it is almost the tenth MMHC algorithm.
According to the results, we can see that the time performance of BNDR algorithm has been greatly improved, in the case of a slight loss of precision.
Summary
Combined feature clustering, feature mapping and MMHC algorithm,we propose the BNDR algorithm. It gathers similar features into clusters, maps each cluster to an abstract node, and uses these abstract nodes to build Bayesian network. Then it can reduce information redundancy and improve time efficiency. If the number of nodes become more and more,it is easier to analyze which abstract features impact the classification feature. The algorithm model was verified by some UCI datasets. It achieved good accuracy and better time performance, and confirmed the feasibility of BNDR.
However, this algorithm also has some limitations. It's more suitable for complex structure which contains information redundancy between features. Meanwhile, the method is mainly used to analyze the causal relationship between abstract features and classification feature. Next work, it's recommended to build sub Bayesian network forassociated features. And add this sub Bayesian network to the whole Bayesian network. Then the network can describe the relationship between original features. At the same time, optimizing the feature clustering is another the target. 2014364222100).This work was supported by the fundamental research funds for the central university.
